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At the end of his book, Peter Iver Kaufman
“thanks” the three authors to whom he chose to
dedicate the previous hundred and fifty pages for
“having alerted us to the need for radical innova‐
tions” and, at the same time, for having high‐
lighted how “spectacles, selfishness, prejudices,
powers, and lusts” make “meaningful renovation
impractical” (p. 147). This endpoint is the core ob‐
jective Kaufman wanted to focus on in On Agam‐
ben, Arendt, Christianity, and the Dark Arts of
Civilization: placing Augustine of Hippo, Giorgio
Agamben, and Hannah Arendt “in conversation”
(p. x), and specifically—as he stated in the preface
—engaging the last two with the former’s political
theology, in order to better serve “the legacies of
these three critics and visionaries” (p. 147).
Throughout his career, Kaufman has been in‐
terested in the relation between the realm of reli‐
gion and that of politics, working especially on the
cultures of late antiquity and medieval and early
modern Europe. Augustine, in particular, is one of
Kaufman’s main interests in this book and else‐
where—and he himself seems to express his con‐
cern over this “entry into the history of political
theory in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries”
by analyzing his thought in relation to two con‐
temporary thinkers (p. x). Nevertheless, Kaufman
tries, at the heart of his argument, to effectively
suggest not only a fruitful exchange but also a

somewhat theoretical link between the three au‐
thors.
The book consists of three chapters whose
titles are quite self-explanatory: while the first and
third recall the two contemporary authors in their
dialogue with the Hipponian bishop (“Augustine
and Agamben” and “Arendt’s Augustine”), the
second chapter, entitled “Glory, Glory,” uses the
reflection on Agamben, and of Agamben on Au‐
gustine, contained in the first chapter, to articulate
the central concern of the book—that is, an exam‐
ination of Augustine’s view of the Roman Empire
and of all imperialistic powers as violent and un‐
just, due to their ambition and search for worldly
glory.
The central theme of the book—as well as
Kaufman’s main theoretical point—is in fact the
parallel he makes between Augustine’s “pilgrim,”
Agamben’s “refugee,” and Arendt’s “pariah” and,
building on these concepts, the reflections of the
three thinkers on the nature and conditions of
possibility of radical, alternative communities as
antidotes to the perverse results of “the pursuit of
personal glory in public service” and as a path to‐
ward the variously identified “heavenly city” (p.
73). The different reconstructions and contextual‐
ization of the concepts of pilgrim, refugee, and
pariah as related to their authors’ works represent
the fil rouge developed in the book.
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